
 
 

Recipes for Success 
 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
This month we feature our newest employer training site, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, and the two 

Transitions to Work interns, Sarah Munro and Jessica Miller, who completed the 12 week training program in 

January. This team definitely had the recipe for a meaningful work opportunity and to create culture change.   

********************************************************************************************************************** 

 

Like all graduations, the recent Transitions to Work /Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC) 

graduation was filled with cheers, tears, proud parents, and well-wishers. This graduation was 

particularly exciting as it also marked the first time BIDMC hosted Transitions to Work as an employee 

training site, an initiative through the hospital’s Workforce Development Department.  Jessica Miller and 

Sarah Munro participated in the Transitions to Work training program. As part of the 12 week training, 

they were assigned to intern in the BIDMC Food Services department. Their responsibilities included 

assembling and checking meal trays, prepping foods provided to patients, and delivering the meals face 

to face with patients who looked forward to seeing them.   

Sarah, a graduate of Norwood High School and Lesley Threshold Program, felt immediately welcomed 

by the BIDMC Food Services team. Sarah was determined to meet their expectations to be dependable 

and able to work in a fast paced environment doing room service assistant and food preparation. Sarah 

learned many skills including, stocking food menus, checking trays, scanning patient food orders, and 

making items like applesauce, pudding, and oatmeal cookies. She learned the importance of customer 

service and how to brighten a patient’s day when delivering food. She truly appreciated the opportunity 

to be part of a team, learning how all members support each other and work together.  

Jessica Miller echoes the impact of Transitions to Work and the BIDMC internship. She thought 

Transitions to Work would be a great way to broaden her work ethic, but didn’t know it would change 

her outlook on life. She appreciated the tasks and expectations the BIDMC staff set for her. Jessica learned 

from the experience that, ‘I can do anything I set my mind to as long as I do my best.’ Jessica credits the 

BIDMC mentors for teaching her the importance of depending on herself and also for colleagues to be 

able to depend on her as well. “Transitions to Work has truly given me the right tools to achieve 

independence for the work world.”  



As many lessons as these graduates learned, BIDMC also applauds the opportunity and the positive 

impact it had on the BIDMC working environment. Lindsay Johnson, Sodexo Operations Manager for 

Patient Food Services at BIDMC was not sure what to expect, but explains that Sarah and Jessica far 

exceeded any perceptions she may have had. Lindsay raved that, “Jessica and Sarah came into work each 

day with a positive attitude and an open mind.  They showed courage in trying new things they had 

never done before, teamwork in collaborating with the other members of our Food Service team, and 

independence in accomplishing their assigned tasks.  Their positive attitudes were contagious!”  

Lindsay was particularly impressed by the mentorship that developed between the interns and the 

BIDMC employees. Each Food Service staff member played a critical role in the mentorship and training 

of the interns.  A select few mentors, Claudette Wynter and Tsion Petros, worked side by side with Jessica 

and Sarah each day, initially to train them in the jobs but eventually were there mainly for support as the 

interns improved and were able to complete the jobs independently.  Lindsay described “Seeing the 

relationships between the mentors and the interns grow was absolutely inspiring and showed that this 

program not only benefitted the interns, but also us as a department.” 

Transitions to Work is thrilled to share this successful partnership with BIMDC. The Ruderman family 

Foundation often states “Inclusion is a state of mind, inclusion is not a project”. Commencement is an 

ending but also a new beginning. Clearly, for the BIDMC Food Services, and Jessica and Sarah, the 

Transitions to Work commencement celebrated a new beginning of understanding ability and inclusion 

as being a meaningful part of the team.   

 

 

Transitions to Work interns Sarah Munro and Jessica Miller with some of the BIDMC Food Services team and mentors. From left to 

right  Tina White (Sodexo Patient Services Manager Food Services at BIDMC), Sarah Munro, Shana Sporman (Sodexo Assistant 



Director Food Services at BIDMC) Claudette Wynter (BIDMC Room Service Assistant and mentor), Lindsay Johnson (Sodexo 

Operations Manager at BIDMC),  Tsion Petros (BIDMC Room Service Assistant and mentor), and Jessica Miller 

 

Jewish Disability Awareness and Inclusion Month (JDAIM)  
JDAIM is a unified effort among Jewish organizations worldwide to raise awareness and foster 

inclusion of people with disabilities and those who love 

them. There are a myriad of activities and initiatives planned this month to raise awareness and 

inclusion in the hope of creating culture change for all people with disabilities. Please check out 

these two resources for further information. 

https://www.facebook.com/JewishDisabilityAwarenessMonth and 

http://www.jewishboston.com/279-jewishboston-com/blogs/1469-february-is-national-jewish-

disability-awareness-month. 

 

South Area Information Session - Save the Date 

Transition to Work will hold an information session for potential program participants, families 

and employers in the South Shore area. You will hear inspiring success stories and learn how to 

become a program participant or employer. A light dinner will be served. The date and location 

are: 

March 31, 2015-6-8 p.m. 

Temple Sinai of Sharon - 25 Canton Street - Sharon MA 02067 

Please contact Beth Tauro at betht@cjp.org for additional information.  

 
______________________ 
Transitions to Work continues to connect with new employers to educate on inclusive hiring and build employer 

partnerships. Please let us know if you or someone you know might be interested in exploring Transitions to Work 

as a fit for your or their company.  We appreciate the leadership of our employer partners in hiring individuals of all 

abilities for employment opportunities. Please support these companies and spread the word by joining Transitions 

to Work on Facebook at www.facebook.com/transitionstoworkboston. To learn more about Transitions to Work or 

view inclusive hiring tools, please visit: www.cjp.org/transitionstowork. 
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